Agility Graduation Criteria
YES

QUESTION
With any dog, have you ever:
- won Elementary with a clear round, OR
- placed 1st-3rd in an agility class with a clear round, OR
- attained the title of AD or JD?

NO
Enter either:
- Elementary B & Starters, OR
- Starters & Novice (more
advanced)

↪︎

NOTES
1. At some shows there will be more than one of each class, in
which case they are numbered sequentially, i.e. Starters 1
(St1), St2 etc. You may enter all classes at your levels.
2. Novice includes contact equipment as well as (normally) a full
set of weaves.
3. Jumpers events are completely separate. Results from
Jumpers do not count towards graduation in Agility classes, &
vice versa.
4. Keep ALL your certificates. These may be required as
evidence when applying for milestones / awards.

↪︎

↪︎

↪︎

With this dog, have you ever:
- won elementary B on a clear round, OR
- placed 1st-3rd in any agility class with a clear round, OR
- attained the title of AD or JD?

Enter either:
- Elementary A & Starters, OR
- Starters & Novice (more
advanced)

1. Wins / points awarded at Breed Shows do not count towards
graduation for either Ribbon Trials or Champ Shows.

With this dog, have you:
- won elementary A on a clear round,
BUT NOT YET attained (from either a Ribbon or a Champ Show) …
- 2 wins with clear rounds in Starters and/or Novice Agility classes
OR,
- 1 win with a clear round in Starters and/or Novice Agility classes
plus a further 3 points gained in such classes OR,
- the title of AD.

Enter:
- Starters & Novice

1. You may also enter AD, if available. Be aware, AD includes all
obstacles, including the seesaw.

With this dog, have you:
- had 2 wins with clear rounds in Starters and/or Novice Agility
classes OR,
- had 1 win with a clear round in Starters and/or Novice Agility
classes plus a further 3 points gained in such classes OR,
- attained the title of AD.

Enter:
- Starters & Novice

2. If you have entered a show and the cut-oﬀ date for entries has
passed prior to you attaining the wins / points / qualification
to graduate, you compete in that show at the lower level. For
all other shows, where entries are still open, please notify the
secretary to transfer any existing entries to the higher class.

2. Points are rare and are only awarded for placings where
classes exceed 75 dogs. They will be recorded on your clear
round certificate.
3. From here on, wins and points attained at Ribbon Trials do not
count towards graduation at Champ Shows. However, wins
and points attained at Champs shows DO count towards
graduation at Ribbon Trials.
1. You may continue to enter AD, if available, until you have
achieved 4 clear rounds and are awarded the title ADX.

YES

↪︎

QUESTION
With this dog, have you:
- had 2 wins with clear rounds in Starters and/or Novice Agility
classes at Champ Shows OR,
- had 1 win with a clear round in Starters and/or Novice Agility
classes plus a further 3 points gained in such classes at Champ
Shows OR,
- attained the title of AD.

NO
Enter:
- Novice & Intermediate at
Ribbon Trials
- Enter Starter & Novice at
Champ Shows

NOTES
1. Wins and/or points gained in Novice classes that count
towards the graduation criteria from Starters to Intermediate,
are not carried over or counted toward graduation from Novice
to Senior.
2. However, subsequent wins and/or points gained in Novice
classes after the Starters graduation criteria has been met, will
count toward graduation criteria for Senior.
3. In the event that a Starters dog gains wins and/or points in
both Starters and Novice in the same day, the Starters wins
and points will be reckoned toward graduation prior to the
consideration of Novice wins and points gained on that day.
1. Wins referred to here exclude any which contributed to
graduation out of Starters.

Enter:
- Novice & Intermediate

↪︎

With this dog, have you:
- had 3 wins with clear rounds in Novice and/or Intermediate Agility
classes, OR
- had 2 wins with clear rounds in Novice and/or Intermediate
classes, plus a further 3 points
- (or ADX) gained in such classes, OR
- had 1 win with a clear round in Novice and/or Intermediate classes
plus a further 6 points
- (or 3 points plus ADX) gained in such classes.

↪︎

With this dog, have you:
- had 3 wins with clear rounds in Novice and/or Intermediate Agility
classes at Champ Shows, OR
- had 2 wins with clear rounds in Novice and/or Intermediate
classes, plus a further 3 points
- (or ADX) gained in such classes at Champ Shows, OR
- had 1 win with a clear round in Novice and/or Intermediate classes
plus a further 6 points
- (or 3 points plus ADX) gained in such classes at Champ Shows.

1. Wins referred to here exclude any which contributed to
Enter:
graduation out of Starters.
- Intermediate & Senior at Ribbon
Trials
- Enter Novice & Intermediate at
Champ Shows

Congratulations!

Enter Intermediate & Senior at all
shows.

↪︎

